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The English section of the SAT probably doesn’t test much—if anything—of what you’ve learned in 
high school English classes. Your English teacher might call that “irony.” Luckily, if you have no idea 
what irony, metaphor, alliteration, or malapropism is, you can still do well on this section.

The writing section tests your ability to spot when a sentence is written both effectively and 
cohesively.  Although there are relatively few topics, those topics are quite encompassing.

Writing and Language Intro

Writing and Language Section

In a nutshell…
Section number

Amount of time

Number of questions

Number of passages

Time per passage
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The Writing section does not have 
an order of difficulty. 

Standard English Conventions Expression of Ideas

What it really is What it really is

# of Questions # of Questions

M
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s

Comma Rules Concision (Removing unnecessary stuff) 

Non-Comma Punctuation Transitions

Verb Stuff Introductions and Conclusions 

Pronoun Stuff Support and Statement Relevance

Modifier Usage Word Choice

Parallelism Style and Tone

Clause Relationships

Miscellaneous 
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Let’s make sure we have all the real definitions of the parts of speech.

Parts of Speech

Part of speech Description Examples

Adjective

Adverb

Conjunction

Noun

Preposition

Pronoun

Verb

Um, the SAT doesn’t interjections—words or phrases that show a particular 
feeling or emotion of the speaker. They rock!
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There isn’t any fancy strategy to the writing section other than using some grammar rules and 
common sense. Let’s discuss some approach basics, though, with our naked mole rat mascot.

UGLIER, Yet Again
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Long walks along the beach give me time to  

find beautiful sea shells. During one walk, I 

observed a man playing Frisbee with his dog and it 

prompted me to want to have a puppy of my own. I 

decided that no puppy would have all the traits I desired, 

so, as a mad scientist, I determined that the ideal way to 

find such a dog would be to create one of my own. I 

looking up the best place to find dogs and, to my 

sheer delight, I was only a few blocks from a dog park. 

1. Understand what you’re asked to find

1

Which choice provides the most specific 

indication that the writer finds the walks to be 

peaceful?

A) NO CHANGE

B) think of names for my pet Franken-dog

C) find calmness and serenity in a hectic world

D) research becoming an amphibian superhero

1

Point 1: 

2

A) NO CHANGE

B) looked

C) have been looking

D) look

2



Suppose you had the following sentence and we asked you to fill in the correct form of the verb 
“crush” from the table below into the blank. What’s the problem?

The student absolutely _______________________ the SATs.

The answer choices let you know what is being tested. Remember, the goal isn’t to rewrite the 
sentence the way you want it to be—it’s rewrite it the best way you can from the given options.

EXAMPLE: Even though you don’t have the passage, take a guess what concept is being tested on 
the following questions.  

UGLIER, Yet Again
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2. Gather Information

Point 2: 

crushed crushes will crush has crushed will be crushing has been crushing is crushing

Naturally, I went to the dog park to procure a 

dog of my own. However, the sight of a scientist with a 

cage must have spooked them, since the pack ran in 

different directions and gave me the most difficult time 

catching       him or her. 

3

A) NO CHANGE

B) one

C) them

D) it

3

3. Look at the Answers

4

A) NO CHANGE

B) batteries; it developed

C) batteries, it, developed

D) batteries. It developed,

What’s changing?

5

A) NO CHANGE

B) requires

C) require

D) has been requiring

What’s changing?

6

A) NO CHANGE

B) it

C) them

D) one

What’s changing?

7

A) NO CHANGE

B) world’s rivers

C) worlds’ rivers’

D) worlds rivers

What’s changing?



If you do not instantly know the answer, we are going to implement the following C-words IN THIS 
ORDER.

We’re going to talk a looooot about the rules above; don’t worry if there are some you are iffy on. 
They’re kind of what the rest of the Writing portion is on. 

Sailing the 5 Cs

Question to Ask Ourselves

C

C

C

C

C
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4. Identify a Plan

8

A) NO CHANGE

B) attributes, attributes, and attributes

C) attributes and characteristics

D) attributes

8

Point 3: 

As I walked home—empty cage in hand—I 

began to think about the best       attributes, traits, and 

characteristics of dogs: the loyalty of a golden retriever, 

the olfactory prowess of a beagle, the magnitude of a St. 

Bernard, and the fluffiness of a labradoodle. I knew that 

I needed to find someone who could answer these       

difficult questions and help me on my canine-

finding journey. 

9

8

A) NO CHANGE

B) non-facile queries

C) strenuous and arduous inquiries

D) questions of an onerous persuasion

5. Execute Your Plan Flawlessly
6. Recheck What You Were Asked to Find/Reread the Sentence



By the way, now is as good a time as any to drop the following knowledge bomb on you. When 
choosing the correct answer

Question: NO CHANGE, when it appears, is correct approximately what percent of the time?

A. lol, it’s never the right answer. It’s only for suckers—the correct answer is always C. 

B. Like 25% of the time because there are 4 answer choices and 1 is correct. 

C. If A is the answer to this question, then the correct answer can’t always be C. How meta.

D. It’s always the correct answer; trust me, I do goodly on the Writing section. 

This brings us to the final point of the introduction—the decision rules. We want to think about 
our testing process as if we were programming a computer because…we kind of are. We want to 
program our brain to look at questions the same way we’d tell a computer to look at questions. 

Decision Rules
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Do I spot a mistake that 
I can confidently fix?

Yes

No

Fix it and choose that answer

Are there 
completeness issues?

Yes

Is there a consistency 
issue?

Yes

Is anything unclear or 
irrelevant?

Yes

Can you say the same 
thing in fewer words?

Yes

No

No

No

NoChoose NO CHANGE


